Limited 5-Year Warranty and Exclusions
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WARNINGs AND CAUTIONS
- TO AVOID FIRE, SHOCK, OR DEATH, TURN OFF POWER at circuit breaker or fuse and test that power is off before working!
- TO AVOID FIRE, PERSONAL INJURY or PROPERTY DAMAGE, DO NOT install to control a receptacle, a motor, or a transformer operated appliance.
- TO be installed and used in accordance with equipment listed below. If you are unsure about any part of these instructions, consult an electrician.
- Use with magnetic low voltage transformers, incandescent, or 12V halogen fixtures only. Use a Leviton electronic low-voltage dimmer to control electronic (solid state) low-voltage transformers.
- Use ONLY in the appropriate Advance Transformer 120V Mark 10™ (Powerline or Lynet Tu-Wire™) electronic ballasts for controlling the specific fluorescent lamps in Fluorescent Mode.
- When retrofitting Mark 10™ Pewance dimming ballasts into fixtures that originally used incandescent or fluorescent lamps, the outlets MUST be replaced with Rapid Start sockets to activate the dimmer operation and prevent damage to the dimmer transformer.
- The Decora® device is not compatible with standard 2-wire or 4-wire dimming systems. Use a Leviton Decora™ Digital DD00R-DL remote for multi-location dimming.
- WARNING: • Do NOT use with copper or chrome clad leads. • Use with compatible dimmable LED, CFL bulbs, incandescent or 12V halogen fixtures only. For a list of compatible LED and CFL bulbs refer to www.leviton.com.

Introduction

Lutron’s Decora® Smart’s Z-Wave® Dimmers are designed to communicate with each other via Radio Frequency (RF) to provide remote control of your lighting. In a Z-Wave® system, Lutron, in combination with other Z-Wave® compliant devices, sets a path for your installation that communicates with other devices. In a Z-Wave® system, each device will not control lighting that is used with electronic low-voltage (ELV) systems. To optimize your installation, each device must communicate with an Lutron device.

INSTALLING YOUR DIMMER

In multi-dimmer installations, the reduction of the dimmer’s capacity may be necessary.

FCC COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following conditions: (1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device. This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B Digital Device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment OFF and ON, you are encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

1. Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna.
2. Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver.
3. Connect the equipment into an outlet on a circuit different from that which the receiver is connected.
4. Consult the dealer or an experienced radio/TV technician for help.

FCC CAUTION
This device is not intended for installation or use in anything except an end-user’s premises. End-users shall not install, operate, or connect equipment or services to this device that may cause or contribute to interference to a楼上 premises (also known as a “sectional” or “ upstream” connection). Please see the RFI Interference section for more information.

IC COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This device is designed in compliance with Industry Canada’s licence-exempt RSS standards. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device.

IC WARNING
This device complies with Industry Canada’s licence-exempt RSS standards. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference, including interference that may cause undesired operation of the device.
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The information in this document is the exclusive PROPRIETARY property of LEVITON MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. It is disclosed with the understanding that acceptance or review by the recipient constitutes an undertaking by the recipient:

1. To hold this information in strict confidence, and
2. Not to disclose, duplicate, copy, modify or use the information for any purpose other than that for which disclosed.
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